Abstract: We give a general overview of the state-of-the-art in subspace system identi cation methods. We have restricted ourselves to the most important ideas and developments since the methods appeared in the late eighties. First, the basics of linear subspace identi cation are summarized. Di erent algorithms one nds in literature (such as N4SID, IV-4SID, MOESP, CVA) are discussed and put into a unifying framework. Further, a comparison between subspace identi cation and prediction error methods is made on the basis of computational complexity and precision of the methods by applying them on 10 industrial data sets.
INTRODUCTION
The beginning of the 1990's witnessed the birth of a new type of linear system identi cation algorithms, called subspace methods. Subspace methods basically originate in a happy marriage-a- trois between system theory, geometry and numerical linear algebra. Previous papers and books emphasizing di erent aspects of subspace system identi cation and signal processing and in which one can nd large sets of references to the literature are (De Moor, 1994) , (Van Der Veen et al., 1993) , (Viberg, 1995) , , (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996) . We should also mention some special issues of the journals Automatica (\Special Issue on Statistical Signal Processing and Control", Jan.94; \Special Issue on System Identi cation", Dec. 95; ) and Signal Processing (\Special Issue on Subspace Methods for System Identi cation", July 1996), which contained contributions on subspace identication, as well as the Proceedings of the 11th IFAC Symposium on System Identi cation (Kitakyushu, Japan, July 1997) and the book (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996) . Linear subspace identi cation methods are concerned with systems and models of the form A 2 IR n n is the system matrix, B 2 IR n m is the input matrix, C 2 IR l n is the output matrix while D 2 IR l m is the direct feed-through matrix. The matrices Q 2 IR n n , S 2 IR n l and R 2 IR l l are the covariance matrices of the noise sequences w k and v k .
In subspace identi cation it is typically assumed that the number of available data points goes to in nity, and that the data is ergodic. We are now ready to state the main problem treated:
Given a large number of measurements of the input u k and the output y k generated by the unknown system (1)-(3). Determine the order n of the unknown system, the system matrices A; B; C; D up to within a similarity transformation and the matrices Q; S; R.
What we will do in this paper, is the following: First of all, we brie y recapitulate the main concepts and algorithms of linear subspace system identi cation (Section 2). Di erent methods of the literature are presented and put into a unifying framework. Further we comment on the comparison between prediction error methods (PEM) and subspace identi cation methods. It should be emphasized that these two identi cation approaches are by no means competing. Instead, they are '... a most useful complement to traditional maximumlikelihood based methods', as emphasized in (Ljung, 1997) .
AN OVERVIEW OF THE THEORY
In this section we will rst describe the general concepts in subspace identi cation. Further the two basic steps all subspace methods consist of are presented. Finally, the di erent algorithms existing in the literature are analyzed in a unifying framework. Subspace identi cation algorithms always consist of two steps. The rst step makes a projection of certain subspaces generated from the data, to nd an estimate of the extended observability matrix and/or an estimate of the states of the unknown system. The second step then retrieves the system matrices from either this extended observability matrix or the estimated states. We will come back to this in Section 2.2.2, where we describe di erent subspace identi cation methods and t them into a unifying framework.
The subspace structure of linear systems
The following input-output matrix equation (De Moor, 1988) , played a very important role in the development of subspace identi cation: 
The two basic steps in subspace identi cation
In this section we will explore the two main steps that all subspace algorithms consist of (see Figure  1 ). The rst step always performs a weighted projection of the row space of the previously de ned data Hankel matrices. From this projection, the observability matrix ? i and/or an estimate e X i of the state sequence X i can be retrieved. In the second step, the system matrices A; B; C; D and Q; S; R are determined. As shown in Figure 1 , a clear distinction can be made between the algorithms that use the extended observability matrix ? i to obtain the state space matrices, and those using the estimated state sequence e X i .
2.2.1. First step: nding the state sequence and/or the extended observability matrix In this section, we show how an orthogonal projection with data block Hankel matrices forms one of the key elements in subspace system identi cation algorithms. Step 2
Step 1 Fig. 1 . Subspace algorithms always consist of two main steps. In Section 2.2.1 it is explained how from the rst step the extended observability matrix ? i and an estimate e X i of the state sequence X i are determined. In the second step the system matrices A; B; C; D and the noise covariance matrices Q; R; S are calculated using one of the algorithms described in Section 2.2.2.
All subspace methods start from the previously presented matrix input-output equation (4), from which it can be observed that the block Hankel matrix containing the future outputs Y f is related in a linear way to the future input block Hankel matrix U f and the future state sequence X i . The basic idea of subspace identi cation now is to try to recover the ? i X i -term of this equation. This is a particularly interesting term since either the knowledge of ? i or X i leads to the system parameters (see Section 2.2.2). Moreover ? i X i is a rank de cient term (of rank n i.e. the system order !) which means that once ? i X i is known, ? i and X i can be simply found from a SVD. How can an estimate of ? i X i be extracted from the above equation ? For this we need the previously de ned notion of orthogonal projection. By projecting the row space of Y f into the orthogonal complement U ? f of the row space of U f we nd:
Since it is assumed that the noise is uncorrelated with the inputs we have that:
Therefore:
The following step consists in weighting this projection to the left and to the right with some matrices 
The following important properties can now be stated: (Verhaegen and Dewilde, 1992) , CVA (Larimore, 1990) , basic-4SID and IV-4SID (Viberg, 1994) . It should be noted that for the basic-4SID algorithm condition (13) is not satis ed which implies that in general this method is not consistent. At this point, a clear distinction can be made between the algorithms that start from ? i to nd the system matrices A; B; C; D MOESP) and those that use e X i (N4SID, CVA). We present in Table 2 .2.1 the acronyms of these algorithms and the weights to be plugged into (14). We refer to (Jansson and Wahlberg, 1996) X i (the right singular vectors) to nd the system matrices while the last three algorithms are based on the extended observability matrix ? i (the left singular vectors). The matrix of the IV-4SID method is a matrix containing the instrumental variables. second class of algorithms uses the extended observability matrix ? i (i.e. the left singular vectors) to nd the model parameters. Examples in the literature are MOESP (Verhaegen and Dewilde, 1992) and IV-4SID, basic-4SID (Viberg, 1994) , (Gustafsson, 1997) , (Ottersten and Viberg, 1994 where the index i denotes a bias induced for nite i, which disappears as i ! 1 (see further).
As is obvious by construction, this matrix is guaranteed to be positive semi-de nite. This is an important feature since only positive de nite covariances can lead to a physically realizable noise model. There is an important observation to be made here: Corresponding columns of e X i and of e X i+1 are Kalman lter state estimates of X i and X i+1 , respectively obtained from the same Kalman lters at two consecutive time instants, but with di erent initial conditions. As a consequence, the set of equations (16) is not theoretically consistent which means that the estimates of the system matrices A; B; C; D are slightly biased. One should refer to (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996) , where more involved algorithms are presented that provide consistent estimates of A; B; C; D and slightly biased estimates of Q; R; S that are consistent if i ! 1. These algorithms tackle the origin of the bias (i.e. the di erence in initial state for the Kalman lter sequences e X i and e X i+1 ) to nd an unbiased version of the algorithm presented in this paper. The algorithms in (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996) have moreover been optimized with respect to numerical robustness, bias and noise sensitivity. Also Matlab-code is provided for these algorithms. Since the aim of the present paper is only to give an overview of the existing methods, we restricted ourselves here to a simple, but slightly biased version of more sophisticated N4SID algorithms.
Algorithms using the extended observability matrix ? i
Contrarily to the previous class of algorithms, here the system matrices are determined in two separate steps: rst, A and C are determined from ? i while in a second step B and D are computed. Determination of A and C The matrices A and C can be determined from the extended observability matrix in di erent ways. All the methods, make use of the shift invariance property of the matrix ? i , which implies that (Kung, 1978) 
SUBSPACE IDENTIFICATION VS. PREDICTION ERROR METHODS FOR SOME INDUSTRIAL DATA SETS
In this section it is our purpose to make a direct comparison between prediction error methods (PEM) (Ljung, 1987) and the currently discussed subspace identi cation algorithms. First we will analyze some general di erences between these two approaches. Further we will apply both methods to the same data sets obtained from real-life applications. Besides some conceptual novelties, such as reemphasizing of the state in the eld of system identi cation (see Section 2), subspace methods are characterized by several advantages with respect to PEMs. One of them is the so-called parameterization problem, which is particularly non-trivial for systems with multiple outputs (see references in (Ljung, 1987) ). In subspace methods on the contrary, the model is parameterized by the full state space model, and the model order is decided upon in the identi cation procedure. Further, there is no basic complication for subspace algorithms in going from SISO to MIMO systems. Also, a nonzero initial state poses no additional problems in terms of parameterization, which is not the case with input-output based parameterizations, typically used in PEMs. Finally, stable systems are treated exactly the same way as unstable ones. Another main advantage is that subspace methods, when implemented correctly, have better numerical properties than PEMs. For instance, subspace identi cation methods do not involve nonlinear optimization techniques which means they are fast (since non-iterative) and accurate (since no problems with local minima occur). The price to be paid is that they are suboptimal. In order to demonstrate this trade-o , we have compared 2 methods on 10 practical examples. The ten industrial examples are mechanical, from process industry and thermal ((Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996, p.189-196) and the references therein for more details). It should be noted that all the data sets that are discussed here can be downloaded freely from the internet site DAISY 6 . N4SID \Robusti ed" version of the N4SID algorithm presented above. For more details we refer to (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996) .
PEM The prediction error algorithm described in (McKelvey, 1994a) , which uses a full parameterization of the state space model combined with regularization. The implementation in Matlab of the algorithm was obtained from McKelvey (McKelvey, 1994b where y p k is the one step ahead predicted output. We can say that, for 9 out of the 10 practical examples, the error for the subspace methods is only 15 percent larger than for prediction error methods. Furthermore, from a computational point of view, the subspace methods are about 20 times faster (see Figure 3) . By exploiting the (block) Hankel structure, another factor of 5 in speed can be gained (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996) , at the price of some loss of numerical accuracy (Cho et al., 1994) . The conclusion of this comparison is that subspace methods present a valid alternative to the \classi-cal" versions of prediction error methods (PEM). They are fast because no iterative nonlinear optimization methods are involved and moreover, they are su ciently accurate in practical applications. From a theoretical point of view, prediction error methods are more accurate than subspace meth- ods, as they clearly optimize an objective function. However, if a good initial estimate of the model parameters is not available, the solution one nds might not be the optimal solution (due to local minima in the optimization problem).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have given a brief overview of linear subspace system identi cation methods. We made a clear distinction between methods using Table 2 (x-axis) and the computational time of Table 3 (y-axis) for PEM (o), N4SID (*) and a modi ed version of N4SID that exploits the Hankel structure of the data matrices to speed things up (+) (Cho et al., 1994) . These three methods have been applied to the di erent industrial data sets. For the di erent data sets, the computational complexity of the algorithm has been normalized to the value obtained by N4SID while the prediction error has been normalized to the value obtained by PEM. the states and methods starting from the observability matrix to recover the system parameters. Further a direct comparison between the N4SID subspace identi cation method and a PEM identi cation method on the basis accuracy and computational time. Therefore, both methods were applied on a wide variety of real-life data sets. The conclusion is that subspace methods and prediction error methods are complementary in the sense that a good initial model can be quickly obtained with subspace methods while a further optimization of the parameters (if possible at all) can be done with prediction error methods.
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